Efficient lattice Boltzmann algorithm for Brownian suspensions.
A lattice Boltzmann (LB)-based hybrid method is developed to simulate suspensions of Brownian particles. The method uses conventional LB discretization (without fluid- level fluctuations) for suspending fluid, and treats Brownian particles as point masses with a stochastic thermal noise. LB equations are used to compute the velocity perturbations induced by the particle motion. It is shown that this method correctly reproduces the short-time and long-time diffusive behaviour of a Brownian particle. Unlike the earlier hybrid methods that use thermal fluctuations in the fluid, this method correctly reproduces the temperature of the particle and does not require an empirical rescaling of the bare friction coefficient to obtain the correct diffusive behaviour. It is observed that the present method is at least twice as fast as the earlier method. This method is best suited for flows of polymers and Brownian suspensions in microfluidic devices.